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A large number of items are described, and subsequently bought and sold every day in auction market-
places across the web. The amount of information and the number of available items makes finding what
to buy as well as describing an item to sell, a challenge for the participants. In this paper we consider two
functions of electronic marketplaces. First, we address the recommendation of related items for users
browsing the items offered in a marketplace. Second, in order to support potential sellers we propose
the recommendation of relevant items and terms which can be used to describe an item to be sold in
the marketplace. The contribution of this paper lies in the proposal of an innovative system that exploits
the hidden topics of unstructured information found in the e-marketplace in order to support these func-
tions. We propose a three-step process in which a probabilistic topic modelling approach is used in order
to uncover latent topics that provide the basis for item and term similarity calculation for the correspond-
ing recommendations. We present the design of our system and perform evaluations of the quality of the
extracted topics as well as of the recommender system using real life scenarios using data extracted from
a widely used auction marketplace. The evaluations demonstrate the perceived usefulness of our
approach.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

An electronic marketplace is a virtual market where buyers and
sellers meet just like in a traditional market. Internet-based elec-
tronic marketplaces in general employ information technology to
match buyers and sellers with effectiveness and lower transaction
costs, leading overall to more efficient markets (Bakos, 1998).

The behaviour of buyers, sellers, and intermediaries is moti-
vated by their desire to maximise their private utility while also
leading to an efficient allocation of productive resources. Even
though electronic auction marketplaces deliver a low friction envi-
ronment for purchases, there are two challenges in their
functioning.

The first challenge refers to the information overload for the
buyers caused by the large number of items that are available for
sale in the marketplaces (Schwartz, 2005). The number of available
products, even in narrow categories, exceeds by far the volume of
products available in real life stores or even in fixed price elec-
tronic commerce sites. The information in the description of each
item is in many cases lengthy and dense, demanding a significant
amount of attention by the potential buyer. The aggregated volume
of descriptions can be safely assumed to demand a large number of
hours of careful studying by the buyer in order to find products
ll rights reserved.
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that she is actually interested in. Frequently the buyer cannot eas-
ily identify items that are the most suitable for him and as a result
she either gives up or settles for something that is not fulfilling her
expectations. Moreover, lacking an overall picture of the available
interesting items, she can also fail to choose a successful bidding
strategy for buying a product on better terms.

The second challenge is the lack of understanding of the market
competition by the sellers. The convenience of using an electronic
marketplace has created a new breed of non-professional sellers
that sell second-hand items. In this environment, professionals
from different areas, or even nations or with different backgrounds,
can compete. This generates a largely unexplored and less than
welcoming landscape for potential sellers. Newcomers in elec-
tronic marketplaces do not have a clear image of what they are
competing against, and therefore they are not supported on the
tasks they need to perform in the marketplace: the choice of their
selling strategy as well as providing a proper description of their
product.

In order to address these challenges in electronic marketplaces,
the use of recommender systems has been proposed, using both
collaborative filtering and content-based approaches (Huang, Zeng,
& Chen, 2007; Xu, Zhang, Pan, & Yang, 2005). However, existing
implementations fail to utilize unstructured content in order to
support the functions of recommending similar items and identify-
ing important terms that should be included in the description of
an item to be sold.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2013.01.014
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We consider two functions that should be supported in elec-
tronic marketplaces. First to support the potential buyers, we con-
sider the suggestion of related items for the user browsing the
items offered in a marketplace. Second, in order to support the sell-
ers we propose the suggestion of relevant items as well as the rec-
ommendation of terms for someone who describes an item to be
sold in the marketplace. Our contribution in this paper is the pro-
posal of an innovative recommender system that exploits the hid-
den topics of unstructured information found in the e-marketplace
in order to support these functions. To this end we propose a three-
step process in which a probabilistic topic modelling (Blei, Ng, &
Jordan, 2003) approach is used in order to uncover latent topics,
that provide the basis for item and term similarity calculation for
the corresponding recommendations.

The remainder of this work is organised as follows. In the next
section background information in the areas of electronic market-
places, recommender systems and probabilistic topic models is
provided. Section three is devoted to the description of our ap-
proach for building topic-based recommender systems in elec-
tronic marketplaces. In section four we illustrate the system
architecture and its main functions. Section five outlines the ele-
ments of a case study, including the real marketplace environment,
the topics extracted the system usage and evaluation. We then dis-
cuss the related work in the area and finally provide conclusions
and directions for further work.

2. Background

2.1. Electronic marketplaces

E-commerce consists of the presentation of goods, attraction of
customers and interaction with them, electronic purchases, subse-
quent support and online communication with suppliers. An elec-
tronic marketplace can be seen as a medium that assigns different
roles within a community, primarily buyers and suppliers, but also
other roles like logistics service providers, banks, and other inter-
mediaries. These media facilitate the exchange of information,
goods, services, and payments while also provide a relevant infra-
structure (Grieger, 2003).

Markets match demand and supply and this process of match-
ing buyers’ demand with sellers’ product offerings has three main
components: determining product offerings, search, and price dis-
covery. Auctions are a way of matching buyers and sellers in mar-
ketplaces. Electronic auctions involve mainly three parties, namely
the auctioneer, the buyer (customer) and the seller (supplier). The
behaviour of buyers, sellers, and intermediaries is motivated by
their desire to maximise their private utility (Bakos, 1998). Con-
trary to fixed price electronic shops, in electronic marketplaces
the prices change depending on the relation between offer and de-
mand at any given point in time.

In marketplaces the dynamic pricing may differentiate as it
takes one of four forms (Abramson & Means, 2001). There are four
possible ways of dynamic pricing with regard to the number of the
participants, one buyer and one seller, one buyer and many possi-
ble sellers, one seller and many possible buyers, many sellers and
many buyers. In more detail, auctions are categorized as follows:

� English auctions in which a seller handles a number of bids from
the possible buyers. Products have a starting price where the
bidding starts and an instant-buy price for which the buyer
can immediately buy the product.
� Haggle where one buyer and one seller bargain to reach an

agreed upon price.
� Bidding process where a potential buyer describes on what terms

s/he will buy from any seller and the sellers bid.
� Exchange where multiple buyers negotiate with multiple sellers.
In this work we assume the commonly used English Auction
model, which allows sellers to choose the highest bidder from a
number of potential buyers, and we refer to that simply as ‘‘auc-
tion’’. However the techniques described here can also be helpful
in all other types of auctions since matching between buyers and
sellers is a common need.

A number of benefits arise from using an electronic marketplace
for the sellers, the buyers and the auctioneers. Sellers can have in-
creased revenues since they can sell to a larger number of custom-
ers and they can shorten the time required for completing sells.
Additionally sellers have the potential for revenue growth and
market share expansion by finding new partners or better sources
for supplies and getting to market earlier and faster (Sharifi, Kehoe,
& Hopkins, 2006). More money can be gained by the sellers as the
commission to an electronic marketplace is much lower than the
commissions to intermediaries or physical auction fees. When in
need for cash, sellers can quickly liquidate their stock. Finally they
can build a relationship with the customers gaining loyalty by pro-
viding quality services and learning their preferences. On the other
side, buyers can find unique items and collectibles for their taste.
The participation in electronic auctions can be exciting and enter-
taining. They can also conveniently and anonymously participate
in marketplaces. Eventually lower buyer search costs in electronic
marketplaces promote price competition among sellers, while sell-
ers in electronic markets thus want increasingly to differentiate
their products (Bakos, 1998). Auctioneers get a new role since as
intermediaries they have to perform functions that include match-
ing buyers and sellers, providing product information to buyers
and marketing information to sellers, aggregating information
goods, integrating the components of consumer processes, manag-
ing physical deliveries and payments, providing trust relationships
and ensuring the integrity of the markets (Bakos, 1998).

These benefits can explain the sharp increase in the use of auc-
tion marketplaces in the last years. EBay,1 the largest auction site
has over 14 million auctions hosted at any given time. A large num-
ber of other sites have emerged, such as eBid,2 Online Auction3 and
Overstock.4

In order to cope with the large numbers of items and actors,
electronic marketplaces commonly use taxonomies. Large initia-
tives have been set up to define ontologies as a means for mediat-
ing e-commerce (Fensel et al., 2001). However these taxonomies
are still mostly dispersed and custom for each instance. In most
cases, there is no consensus on the products making up a domain,
how to describe them, and their proper product catalogue struc-
tures. The participation of large numbers of people and the subse-
quent information overload has created challenges to customers
selecting products for online purchases and to sellers attempting
to identify customers’ preferences efficiently (Huang, Chung, &
Chen, 2004).
2.2. Recommender systems

Recommender systems were created out of the user needs to
handle the increasing volume of information that is available in
the web. They are addressing, in the most general expression, the
problem of estimating the utility or the ratings of items that have
not yet been seen by the user (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005).
Since people cannot possibly read all user reviews and all offers
in the duration of their lifetime, recommender systems utilize
techniques borrowed from statistics and artificial intelligence in
order to predict user preferences. Business interest in this area

http://www.ebay.com
http://www.ebid.net
http://www.onlineauction.com
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started from early adopters in the electronic business domain, such
as Amazon, and is rapidly growing ever since (Linden, Smith, &
York, 2003).

To address this problem different recommendation techniques
have been proposed in the literature:

� Content-based where the content of each item is analysed and
mapped against the user’s past preferences in order to predict
her future ratings.
� Collaborative filtering where the behaviour of a number of users

is analysed. It is assumed that similarly behaving users in the
past will continue to behave in a similar way in the future.
� Knowledge-based where humans discover the factors that affect

user preferences (Burke, 2000).
� Case-based which treat the objects to be recommended as cases

and use the recall of examples as the fundamental problem-
solving process.
� Hybrid recommenders that combine the above methods (Burke,

2002).

Collaborative filtering techniques demonstrate very good re-
sults in a wide range of applications (Huang et al., 2007). However
a number of limitations appear as portrayed in previous works
(Cho, Kim, & Kim, 2002; Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & Riedl, 2000).
In some cases there is not enough data available for an adequate
number of items in order to predict the ratings of the users. More-
over, the processing power required for analysing a large set of
users, items and ratings is unsuitable for effective recommenda-
tions. Finally the recommendations offered by the system can have
questionable quality.

To address these issues, a number of approaches have been pro-
posed including matrix factorization (Koren, Bell, & Volinsky,
2009). Moreover, machine learning techniques such as dimension-
ality reduction, generative models, spreading activation and link
analysis have been evaluated demonstrating improvements over
the previous approaches (Huang et al., 2007). Additionally, another
recently popular approach in recommender systems utilizes statis-
tically uncovered latent topics in user behaviour and content in or-
der to facilitate the recommendation process (see for example
(Hofmann, 2004) and (Krestel, Fankhauser, & Nejdl, 2009)).

2.3. Probabilistic topic models

A simple way to model text based content, is that of recording
the words contained in the text and projecting them in the related
term vector space (Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975). This approach is
intuitive, has been popular for years and was the basis for methods
such as tf⁄idf.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and probabilistic Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (pLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) have been proposed to extend
this model. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) was the first technique
to analyse documents and the words that they contain in order to
generate a set of concepts that relate to both of them. Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis, as proposed by Hofmann (1999), is an
evolution of the previous model that incorporated a probabilistic
foundation. Probabilistic topic models and specifically Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003), have come as an extension
of pLSA and LSA.

In a probabilistic topic model, we identify a set of latent vari-
ables that can best explain observed data - for example, observed
words in document. An illustration of the topic modelling ap-
proach, similar to the one found in the work of Steyvers and Grif-
fiths (2007), can be found in Fig. 1.

Topics 1 and 3 are thematically related to jigsaw puzzles and
used books respectively and contain different distributions over
words. Topic 2 is related to dispatch details. Different documents
can be produced by picking words from topics, depending on the
topics found in each document as well as the words found in each
topic. In this simplistic example the documents that could have
been item descriptions were generated by sampling from the indi-
cated topics, while the arrow weight demonstrates the probability
that a random word in the document was generated by the given
topic.

The basis of topic models is the idea that a document is a mix-
ture of topics. Each word wi in a document (where the index refers
to the ith word token) is generated by first sampling a topic from
the topic distribution, then choosing a word from the topic-word
distribution. We write P(zi = j) as the probability that the jth topic
was sampled for the ith word token and P(wi|zi = j) as the probabil-
ity of word wi given topic j. The model specifies the following dis-
tribution over words in a document (1) when T is the number of
topics.

pðwiÞ ¼
XT

j¼1

Pðwijzi ¼ jÞPðzi ¼ jÞ ð1Þ

Latent Dirichlet Allocation is another technique that is based on
probabilistic principles and overcomes problems previously
encountered in pLSA. Topic mixture weights are not individually
calculated for each document, but are treated as a k-parameter hid-
den random variable (where k is the number of topics).

The graphical model in Fig. 2, which is adapted from (Blei et al.,
2003), illustrates in plate notation the generative model that de-
scribes Latent Dirichlet Allocation: z and d variables identify topics
and documents respectively, while #(d) is the distribution over
topics for a document d and u(z) is the distribution over words
for a topic z. These distributions can be used to generate docu-
ments in the form of a collection of words (w). D is the number
of documents, T is the number of topics in the corpus and Nd the
topics found in each document. Hyperparameters a and b identify
the Dirichlet priors of the above multinomial distributions respec-
tively. These hyperparameters can be changed in order to control
the smoothing of the distributions that control how dense topics
and documents are.

Instead of directly estimating the two required distributions, #
and u, it is advisable to estimate directly the posterior distribution
over z (assignment of word tokens to topics). A Gibbs sampler,
which is a special case of a Monte Carlo Markov Chain, is com-
monly used for this approximation of p(z), which subsequently is
used to estimate u and h. Iterative evaluation of (2), after a burn-
in period, leads to a sampling convergence to an estimate of z. Then
using (3) the topic-word and document-topic distributions can be
calculated. CWT and CDT are matrices of counts: contains the num-
ber of times word w is assigned to topic j, not including the current
instance i and contains the number of times topic j is assigned to
some word token in document d, not including the current in-
stance i.

Pðzi ¼ jjz�i;wi;di; �Þ /
CWT

wij
þ b

PW
w¼1CWT

wj þWb

CDT
dij
þ a

PT
t¼1CDT

dij
þ Ta

ð2Þ
/0ðjÞi ¼
CWT

ij þ b
PW

k¼1CWT
kj þWb

h0ðdÞj

CDT
dj þ a

PT
k¼1CDT

dik
þ Ta

ð3Þ

The method presents a number of advantages: it is naturally gener-
alised to new documents and the parameters needed are not grow-
ing with the size of the training corpus. As the model is defined,
there is no mutual exclusivity that restricts words to be part of
one topic only. Statistical inference is used in order to approximate
the underlying model, which is most probable to have generated
these data. Afterwards, this model can be used in applications, for



Topics
Description Excerpt

… jigsaw 400 pieces
that shows … size is 12
inches

… wooden doll from 
1954, weight 400 gr….

… used paperback in 
good condition … 
discount for regular mail
..

New
Item

…image of tiger in a 
jigsaw of 350 pieces. 
Send by mail
worldwide

Used Jigsaw

Used Toy

Used Book

Fig. 1. Topic modelling.

Fig. 2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation plate notation.
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example to infer the distribution that could have generated a new,
previously unseen, item.

It is important to note that the topics generated by this method
are not claimed to be more than latent multinomial variables, nev-
ertheless they are capturing the probability distribution of words.
Additionally these distributions are exchangeable, i.e. after retrain-
ing the document no assumptions can be made to relate topics
from the previous model with topics from the current model.

In this work we use a variant of the model that places a Dirichlet
prior on both distributions of topics over documents and of words
over topics as applied in previous works (Griffiths & Steyvers,
2004).
3. Our approach

We consider an auction site, where items are traded between
buyers and sellers. To this end, the seller is expected to describe
the item she expects to sell and define a starting price as well as
an instant-buy price. On the other hand, the buyer is browsing be-
tween items looking for something that will fulfill her needs.
To support this activity we first use the existing item descrip-
tions in order to extract the latent topic models and pre-calculate
the similarities between items and terms, where terms are the
words encountered in the descriptions. Then we utilize these sim-
ilarities in our recommender system for: (1) recommending rele-
vant items to buyers and (2) recommending relevant items and
terms to sellers. Usage of topic models allows our system to take
into account similarities discovered in the latent topics.

3.1. Topic model and calculation of similarities

The first part of the process is that of extracting the probabilistic
topic model and calculating numerical similarities that will be sub-
sequently used for recommendations.

Before extracting the topic model, words contained in the item
descriptions are filtered. No special consideration is made about
the position and the order of words (bag-of-words assumption).

To train a topic model, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei
et al., 2003). This training generates the estimated probability dis-
tributions of words in topics and topics in documents. These multi-
nomial probability estimations are used as descriptions of each
item and each topic respectively. Using the distributions we pro-
ceed to calculate a number of similarities in order to provide the
recommendation functionality.

First, to calculate the similarity between items, the topic distri-
bution of each item is used. The text of the item description is
found relevant to a number of topics and to a certain degree for
each topic. To calculate the similarity between the two items we
use cosine similarity. For this we calculate the cosine between
the vectors that represent the topic distributions of each item, as
in (4).

item simtopic
ij ¼

P
topics that relate with both itemsStopic item iStopic item j

P
topics of item i Stopic item i

� �2P
topics of item j Stopic item j

� �2

ð4Þ

Second, we need to calculate the topic-based similarity between the
text of an item description and the terms that have been encoun-
tered in the data set. The text is described using topics as above.
Similarly the distribution of words in topics is used in order to gen-
erate a vector of topics where each word is found. Then cosine sim-
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ilarity is used for calculating the similarity between words and
items (5).

term simtopic
il ¼

P
topics with word lStopic item iStopic word l

P
topics of item i Stopic item i

� �2P
topics with word l Stopic word l

� �2

ð5Þ

An overview of the suggested process is illustrated as a series of
steps in the flowchart in Fig. 3.

The similarities between items and terms calculated above are
used as a basis for providing recommendations in the electronic
market environment.

3.2. Buyer item recommendations

A user and potential buyer at an electronic marketplace can
reach possible items in a number of different ways, i.e. by looking
for items in the specific categories or browsing through the latest
items. When she reaches an item of interest, we consider that
she can access its characteristics, and specifically the item descrip-
tion as well as the instant-buy and bidding price.

We isolate this part of the process where a user browses an item
and we extend it, using a topic-based recommender system. The
description of the item is analysed and the similarity of this distri-
bution to the existing items is computed, as in (4). This similarity is
combined with the tf⁄idf similarity as in (6) using a mixing param-
eter l. The tf⁄idf similarity is calculated using the vectors of each
item, based on the actual words contained in the item description.
This similarity is highlighted and used in combination with topics
in order to reflect in the system the increased importance of the
fact that specific words are found in two items.

item simij ¼ ð1� lÞ � item simtfidf
ij þ l � item simtopic

ij ð6Þ
Fig. 3. Flowchart of topic analysis.
Using (6), a list of the most similar items is generated and is pro-
vided to the buyer as a recommendation list.
3.3. Seller text and item recommendations

A seller in a marketplace is a person or a company that intends
to sell an item she possesses. She aspires to get the highest price
possible for her item by finding a person that will appreciate its un-
ique characteristics. Therefore, two needs emerge: the need for
clear and full description of the item and the need for appropriate
pricing.

In a marketplace both the buyers and the sellers seek to mini-
mize the transaction costs, generally defined as the costs of search-
ing for the right alternative, and negotiating and enforcing a
contract (Garcı́a-Dastugue & Lambert, 2003). In item descriptions
important information about the item may be missing. Prospective
buyers can lose interest and skip to the next seller if they cannot
find the information they require. To address this issue, we provide
the most relevant terms not contained in the current description.
As the seller types in the description of the item, the text is ana-
lysed and a topic distribution is inferred. These topics are then
used in order to locate terms that are highly used in similar items.
To this end, we can use (5) to compute the similarity between
items and words in the dataset. We assume that these terms can
reflect important pieces of information that can be found in similar
and probably competitive item descriptions, and therefore could
be taken into account by the seller to complement her text.

Additionally, even as the marketplace is using auctions, the
starting price as well as the instant-buy price has to be set. These
prices reflect the seller’s view of how valuable her item is in the
marketplace. Correct positioning in the marketplace can ensure
that the seller will get the highest price for her item. To address
this need, while the seller types her item description the system
finds similar items and presents their description and their current
bidding and selling price. To locate similar items, Eq. (6) is used.
This information can be useful for the seller in order to properly
price her items.
3.4. System description

In the following lines we will describe the system that, as a part
of an electronic market, provides the recommendations previously
described.

Technically, the system is based on a relational database and is
deployed in an application server. It provides two main functional-
ities: supporting buyers in locating items of interest and support-
ing the sellers in describing and pricing the items they intend to
sell. To support the required recommendations, respective services
have been deployed. In addition to the recommendation services,
another service for topic extraction and similarity calculation is
required.

In Fig. 4 an overview of the system can be found. Item descrip-
tions found in the electronic marketplace are analysed in order to
generate tf⁄idf similarities and to extract a probabilistic topic mod-
el. This probabilistic topic model is stored as item to topic distribu-
tions together with topic to word distributions. These distributions
are in turn used to generate topic-based similarities between items
and terms. When sellers and buyers browse the marketplace, item
and term recommendations are produced based on the topic and
tf⁄idf similarities. The specifics of these calculations can be found
in the previous section.

The proposed system is general and can be applied within any
auction-based electronic market. In the next section we describe
how the system functions in a specific auction electronic
marketplace.



Fig. 4. System architecture.

Table 1
Topics extracted from EBid.

Topic
ID

Most probable topic words

6 Light, night, day, sides, led, secret
40 ISBN, book,dog,publisher,978,product,pages,english,weight
28 Items,postage,standard,delivery,vintage,postcards,unposted,posted
52 Battery, charger, batteries, ion
68 Comics, comic, bagged, major, promotional, free, copy
95 Vinyl, producer, written, genre, art, condition, Garfunkel
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4. Case study

In this section we describe how the topic-based recommender
we propose can be integrated in an actual auction electronic mar-
ketplace. We describe the case study, the topic model extracted, a
usage scenario and the evaluation performed.

4.1. EBid: An auction electronic marketplace

EBid is a large widely known auction electronic marketplace. As
of June 2012 the site contained more than 1950,000 auctions while
approximately 50,000 new items were added every 24 h and the
value of the listings exceeded 500 million Euros.

We have retrieved 65,205 items from the marketplace’s web
site between the 20 and the 25th of May, 2012. The descriptions
of the items as well as the current prices and instant-buy prices
have been stored. These auctions were the open auctions at the
time of crawling; no consideration has been made on the category
of the listings or any other parameters.

4.2. Topic analysis

Latent Dirichlet Allocation has been performed on the descrip-
tions of the items. To this end, the Mallet (McCallum, 2002) lan-
guage processing toolkit has been used. Before applying the
method, stop-words such as ‘‘the’’, ‘‘when’’ and ‘‘he’’ were re-
moved. Stemming was not used in this experiment n as it was seen
to negatively affect domain specific words such as brand names
and terminology.

The number of topics after several experiments has been chosen
to be 500. A number of 2000 iterations and a burn-in period of 500
were considered enough to provide stable converging topics. The
model extracted contains the probabilistic relations between terms
and topics, as well as between topics and documents.

An example of representative topics together with the most
probable words for each topic can be found in Table 1.

4.3. Usage scenario

In this section we illustrate the functionality provided by the
system in a fictional usage scenario. This scenario includes the
offering and selling of a product in an auction marketplace. To bet-
ter demonstrate the usage of a recommender system in an
electronic marketplace we have reconstructed two web pages
re-using the user interface elements of the real eBid website. We
present the system using two users, Sally and Bob, a seller and a
buyer respectively.

Sally has an old digital camera. After buying a brand new dSLR
model last week, she decides to get rid of her old model. Most of
her friends are photography enthusiasts, and her family and neigh-
bours are not interested in an old compact camera. She decides to
visit the eBid auction marketplace in order to find potential buyers
for the camera.

As she types the words camera and the brand of the product (ca-
non, see Fig. 5), the block on the right of the page is updated. Sim-
ilar terms are generated by the system that can assist her in
describing her device. These words in our case include screen, lens
and charger. These terms help her realise that she needs to include
descriptions of these elements in the offer. She writes a full
description of the lens and the screen of the camera, as well as
the fact that a charger is included. She finishes typing this descrip-
tion and the similar items block on the right part of the web page is
also updated. Similar items from eBid are retrieved. She can com-
pare the starting prices and the instant-buy price: similar items
are sold for about $200 but they do not include a charger. Therefore
she gives the opportunity for instant buying at $210 and she sub-
mits the offer.

Bob, in the meantime, browses the eBid website for a used cam-
era for his 15 year old son. He browses through a Canon model, and
the system automatically retrieves similar offers on the right part
of the screen (Fig. 6). Sally’s camera is suggested. Bob considers it
is a bargain since a charger is included and buys it instantly.



Fig. 5. Seller user interface.
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In this scenario we see that the system helps matching buyers
and sellers in two ways. First, the participants utilize item similar-
ity for browsing through related items. Second the sellers use the
term suggestion as well as the similar item recommendation in or-
der to provide richer descriptions of the goods they provide, as well
as competitive pricing.

5. Evaluation

In this section two evaluation methods are presented. In the
first method we evaluate the quality of the topics extracted using
metrics presented by Wallach et al (Wallach, Murray, Salakhutdi-
nov, & Mimno, 2009). Additionally, we evaluate the usage of the ac-
tual recommender system that is built on the topic model.

An approach to evaluating the quality of the topic model pro-
duced is that of assessing the probability of heldout documents gi-
ven a trained model. This number reflects the probability that the
extracted model could have generated items that have been held
Fig. 6. Buyer use
out from the training dataset. We use the left-to-right evaluation
probability estimation (Wallach et al., 2009) for assessing the held
out probability. In Table 2 we present cross-validated (5-fold cross-
validation) held out probabilities evaluated by a left-to-right eval-
uator as implemented in the Mallet toolkit for a varying number of
topics, where the highest log likelihood per token demonstrates a
better model. To be able to compare with competing models we
need to divide the likelihood to the total number of tokens encoun-
tered in the dataset.

Results in Table 2 demonstrate that our choice of a number of
500 topics is reasonable. Additionally, in comparison with previous
results we can conclude that the model extracted by the item
descriptions is stable and can be used as a basis for providing
recommendations.

In the second evaluation method we have randomly chosen 15
scenarios of using the recommender system. The scenarios involve
the activity of sellers and buyers in the electronic marketplace,
during which they are provided with item and term recommenda-
r interface.



Table 2
Left-to-right evaluation results.

Number of topics Held-out probability (average)

Log likelihood Log likelihood/token

300 �8.596.153 �59,700
500 �8.560.038 �59,449
1000 �8.638.102 �59,992
2000 �8.833.686 �61,350
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tions. These scenarios have been clearly described in a question-
naire that has been handed out to 32 persons. The participants of
this study were residents of Greece out of which 11 have a bache-
lor’s degree, 15 have a master’s degree or equivalent and 6 are
post-doctoral researchers. The participants are almost equally dis-
tributed by gender as 17 are female and 15 male. They were asked
to rate how often they use the internet; visit e-commerce sites and
electronic marketplace sites. Their responses were ranked in a Lik-
ert scale from 1 (never) to 5 (very often) and the results are 4.84
(very often) for internet usage, 3.84 (often) for e-commerce sites
and 3.20 (occasionally) for e-marketplaces. The participants’ do-
main of occupation is computer (21), architecture (2), finances
(2), electrical engineering (3), humanities (3) and teaching (1).
The ages of the participants range from 22 to 51 years while the
average is 31.5 years. The study took place during June 2012 and
lasted for 2 weeks.

The participants used a web interface to fill the questionnaire
and evaluate the usefulness of the recommendations using a Likert
scale, where 1 stands for not helpful at all while 5 stands for very
helpful. In Fig. 7 we can see the number of each scenario and the
perceived usefulness of the provided recommendations. The re-
sults of the user evaluation demonstrate that the item and term
recommendations generated by the topic-based recommended
system are generally perceived as mainly useful and very useful.
6. Related work

Recommender systems have changed from novelties to widely
used tools in the e-commerce domain (Huang et al., 2004; Schafer,
Konstan, & Riedi, 1999), and specifically in the areas of auctions
and electronic commerce.

Some tasks presented in this paper are covered in the literature
by agent-based systems, where computational models simulate
the actions and interactions of autonomous agents, while other
work uses mathematical and machine learning models.
Fig. 7. Recommender sys
A methodology is suggested for employing the use of an intelli-
gent agent in a negotiation process, and its application is demon-
strated in the case of negotiation between companies and clients
(Liang, Huang, Tseng, Lin, & Tseng, 2012). The experimental evalu-
ation confirms the advantages of the use of such systems. In an-
other work by Lee (Lee, 2004) agents are used in order to
support two functions in the electronic markets: (1) interactive
generation of item recommendations and (2) automatic price
negotiation. The results presented demonstrate the effectiveness
of the system suggested as well as its extended capabilities. Gregg
and Walczak (2006) suggest a system based on agents for inform-
ing the participants for the history of auctions and prices. Then,
this data are used for improving the decision making process by
people who take part in auctions. In another work, a utility model
is proposed based on satisfying fuzzy constraints to satisfy a solu-
tion that is fair for both parties (Li & Wang, 2007). The model is uti-
lizing priorities between fuzzy constraints in order to identify how
mutual concessions have to be done when this is necessary while
also incorporating the notion of a negotiation argument into the
evaluation model allowing the agents can sometimes reach agree-
ments that would otherwise be impossible. Rosaci and Sarné
(2012) suggest a system with multiple software agents named AR-
SEC, where each device exploited by a customer is associated with
a device agent that autonomously monitors his/her behaviour. Fur-
thermore, each customer is associated with a customer agent that
collects in a global profile the information provided by his/her de-
vice agents and each e-commerce web site is associated with a sell-
er agent. Based on the similarity between the global profiles,
customers are partitioned in clusters, where each one is managed
by a counsellor agent. These counsellor agents collaborate with
the seller agent in order to generate recommendations. This fully
decentralized architecture introduces a reduction of the time costs.

Additionally in the literature there have been developed a num-
ber of methods that lead to models and knowledge bases that can
support recommender systems. Kim and Ahn (2008) applied GA K-
means, to a real-world online shopping market segmentation case.
This work has contributed in the development of a tool for pre-pro-
cessing required for recommender systems. Ovsjanikov and Chen
(2010) suggest a framework for extending and utilizing a topic
model. This extended topic model can utilize unstable binary
observations and is positively evaluated in a large datasets of e-
commerce sites. Chen and Cheng (2010) describe a supervised
learning method for realising semantic types of each term in prod-
uct document titles. The semantic types are then used in order to
improve the relevance of search results. Our methods have signif-
tem user evaluation.
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icant improvement in search result precision in real world
document collection and query collections.

In their general form, recommender systems in electronic com-
merce are designed in order to cluster consumers and products and
to produce some similarity rules between them. In another work
(Wenxing, Weng, Xie, & Maoqing, 2009) a conceptual framework
is proposed for decision support in an online shopping mall, in
which a search engine is used externally and a recommender sys-
tem internally. Wang and Wu (2009) suggest a technique of direct
decision support based on a mathematical model that describes
the characteristics of the buyers and the profits of the suppliers.
This model was developed in order the right product to be pro-
posed to the right person offering the maximum profit for the com-
pany. In another work (Castro-Schez, Miguel, Vallejo, & López-
López, 2011) the authors describe a product choice service that re-
turns results grouped according to their similarity with the user.
They also suggest a learning service for providing the users infor-
mation about the relations between the characteristics of the items
in a category.

Some methods of extracting utility have been developed
according to the Multiple Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) for rep-
resenting the preference of the deciding person. Huang (2011)
studies if these techniques that are based in utility surpass con-
tent-based methods for real time recommendations. To confirm
these results, experimental evaluations have been performed in
two different e-commerce environments. The results demonstrate
that the performance of the proposed method depends on the con-
text the recommendation is provided. Wang and Wu (2010) build a
functional unit of recommender system for e-commerce that take
into account the marketing strategies and the complexity of the
items in the user interface. They also propose a technique similar
to collaborative filtering with clique effects (CECF) for predicting
user preferences while also demonstrating system performance
in experimental evaluation.

The related work performed in the area does not consider get-
ting insight from the large volume of unstructured content that
is stored in the databases of electronic markets. It is also important
that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no publication that de-
scribes the suggestion of terms for describing an item offered in a
marketplace. In this work we proposed a probabilistic topic model
for supporting a recommender system. This approach takes into
account information in the unstructured content in order to sup-
port the users in identifying interesting items as well as in writing
item descriptions.
7. Conclusions and further work

In this work we address the problem of supporting two func-
tions in an electronic marketplace, the user’s browsing of items
and the seller describing and pricing an item. We propose the sug-
gestion of related items for the user browsing the offers and the
provision of relevant terms and items to the seller. We developed
a topic-based recommendation system that supports these func-
tions using latent topic analysis. We have implemented the system
and applied the algorithms in the data extracted from a widely
used auction marketplace. We evaluated both the topic models
generated by the data set and the recommender system. The re-
sults of this evaluation lead to the conclusion that the methodology
we propose can lead to a stable and helpful recommender system
in an electronic marketplace.

Further work in this area could be expected in an extended
evaluation of the performance of this system in both functions.
Additionally, alternative methods such as labelled LDA (Ramage,
Hall, Nallapati, & Manning, 2009), that combine structured data,
and dynamic topic models (Blei & Lafferty, 2006), that take time
into consideration, can be explored. The results of these methods
can be interesting since data from an electronic marketplace con-
tain structured information (categories, pricing) as well as change
over time.
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